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We show how to use both horizontal and vertical decomposition to normalize a
database schema which contains numerical dependencies. We present a finite set of 
inference rules for numerical dependencies which is a generalization of the 
Armstrong axioms. We prove that this set is sound and complete for some special 
cases. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we develop a decomposition theory for databases which 
contain numerical dependencies and investigate inference rules for 
numerical dependencies. We introduced the notion of numerical depen- 
dency in Grant and Minker (1981) as a generalization of the notion of 
functional dependency. (This paper contains a considerably revised portion 
of that report.) The meaning of a numerical dependency is that in a 
relation instance, with an element of a particular attribute or set of 
attributes, one can associate up to k elements (for some constant k) of 
another attribute or set of attributes. In particular, a functional dependency 
is a special case with k = 1. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we give some basic 
definitions related to numerical dependencies. We discuss a decomposition 
theory for databases with numerical dependencies which includes both 
horizontal and vertical decomposition i Section 3. Then in Section 4 we 
deal with inference rules for numerical dependencies. Here we prove that a 
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generalization of the Armstrong rules is sound and complete for numerical 
dependencies for some special cases. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce some basic definitions that we use in the 
paper and present an example. We refer to Ullman (1982) for general 
database terminology. 
We use A, B, C, E for individual attributes; and X, Y, Z, V, W for non- 
empty sets of attributes. When we deal with a relation called R, we assume 
that U is the set of all attributes of R. A database scheme consists of one or 
more relation schemes, each with its attributes, and, optionally, integrity 
constraints. A relation instance is a table and we associate a column with 
each attribute. We assume that the domains for different attributes are 
pairwise disjoint infinite sets. To avoid subscripts, we use the same sym- 
bols, a, b, c, e in different columns to stand for elements (sometimes sub- 
tuples) of a table. Thus an "a" in one column is not the same as an "a" in 
another column. 
We use D and G for single dependencies, and ~ for (usually finite) sets 
of dependencies. We write ~ ~ D if ~ logically implies D, that is, if in every 
table in which (every element of) @ holds, D holds also. A rule (of 
inference) for dependencies has the form: From D1 ..... Dn infer Dn+l. We 
say that D 1 ..... Dn form the hypotheses and Dn+ 1 is the conclusion. A proof 
of D from ~ by a set of rules F is a finite sequence of dependencies: 
(G1,..., Gin), where Gm=D , and for each i, 1 <<.i<~m, either G i~ or G,. is 
the conclusion of a rule in F whose hypotheses are contained in 
{G1 ..... G~ i}. The length of a proof is the number of elements in the 
sequence. For a set of rules F we write ~ ~---F D (F is omitted if understood) 
if there is a proof of D from @ using F. A rule Q (resp. a set F) is sound if 
~---Q D (resp. @ ~----F D) implies N~ D. A set of rules F is complete for a 
class cg if for @ _ cg, D e cg, @ ~ D implies @ P-m r D. We reserve the symbol 
~-- for ~---R,-R4, where R1-R 4 are given later. 
A k-dependency (R:) X __.k y is a constraint on a relation R. A table T 
satisfies this constraint if for every possible X-subtuple c, 
Inr(Crx=c(T))l <<.k. This means that for every possible X-subtuple c there 
can be at most k different Y-subtuples in T. We write ID[ = k if D is a 
k-dependency. A functional dependency is a special case of a k-dependency 
with k = 1. We write J(--, Y for J(--* 1 Y. A numerical dependency is a 
k-dependency for some k~> 1. Thus, numerical dependencies include 
functional dependencies. 
Finally we give an example of a relation scheme which contains 
numerical dependency constraints. Let EMPLOYEE(EMPNO, NAME, 
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DEPT, LOCATION) be a relation with the constraints EMPLOYEE: 
EMPNO ~NAME,  DEPT~LOCATION,  EMPNO ~2 DEPT. An 
EMPLOYEE table satisfies these constraints if each employee number uni- 
quely determines a name, each department uniquely determines a location, 
and there are at most 2 departments associated with any one employee 
number. The first 2 dependencies on EMPLOYEE are functional depen- 
dencies. The last dependency is a 2-dependency and so does not belong to 
the well-known dependency classes. 
3. DATABASE DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we study the use of numerical dependencies in database 
design. Functional dependencies are used to obtain normal forms which 
avoid or minimize redundancy and anomalies (Ullman, 1982, Chap. 5). We 
now extend this work to cover numerical dependencies. We find that in the 
presence of numerical dependencies vertical decomposition (projection) 
needs to be augmented by horizontal decomposition (splitting). The nor- 
malization that we develop includes the case where the database con- 
straints include (numerical) k-dependencies for k> 1 in addition to 
functional dependencies. 
Consider the following example of a relation scheme: 
SCHEDULE(STUDENT, COURSE, LOCATION, TIME) is a relation 
with the constraints SCHEDULE: STUDENT ....).6 COURSE, 
COURSE ~5 LOCATION, TIME. Each tuple in a SCHEDULE table 
contains the name of a student, a title of a course taken by the student as 
well as the weekly location and time for the course taken. For example, 
(Smith J., CS 300, ST 106, MWF 1 ) may be such a tuple. The meaning of 
the numerical dependencies is that a student can take at most six courses 
and a course meets at most five times a week. 
If we could not list k-dependencies for k > 1, as is presently the case in 
the database literature, then the scheme SCHEDULE would not contain 
any constraints. However we claim that this relation scheme contains 
redundancies and anomalies analogous to the ones it would contain if the 
numerical dependencies were functional dependencies. In particular, a 
redundancy is caused by the fact that the location and time of a course is 
repeated for each student in it. An update anomaly occurs when the 
location or time of a course is changed, for such an update must be done 
for each student aking that class. An insertion anomaly is caused by the 
fact that a course with its locations and times cannot be inserted unless 
there is already a student aking it. If we delete all the students taking a 
course, then we lose the locations and times for that course; this is a 
deletion anomaly. Thus in this example we find redundancies and 
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anomalies even though there are no functional or multivalued ependen- 
cies. 
The usual process for eliminating the redundancy and anomaly problems 
is normalization. We can generalize the definitions of key, 3NF, and BCNF 
to include numerical dependencies. We briefly motivate the definition of 
ND-key first. Recall that in the case of functional dependencies a key is a 
(minimal) set of attributes which uniquely determines the set of all 
attributes. Now consider the SCHEDULE relation scheme given above. 
The only key is the set of all attributes since there are no functional depen- 
dencies. However, note that for any particular STUDENT-value there is a 
limited number of tuples, namely 30, which can appear in a SCHEDULE 
table. We say that STUDENT is an ND-key for SCHEDULE. 
For the following definitions we assume as given a relation scheme R(U) 
with numerical dependencies 9. We say that X is an ND-key if 
~X--*kU for some k and there are no l and Y4zX such that 
~ Y--*~ U. A relation scheme is said to be in ND-BCNF if whenever 
~ X ~ k A and A ¢ X then J( includes an ND-key. We say that A is ND- 
prime if A e X where X is an ND-key. A relation scheme is said to be in 
ND-3NF if whenever N ~ X ~k A, A ¢ X, and A is not ND-prime, then X 
includes an ND-key. Clearly, ND-BCNF implies ND-3NF. In the 
SCHEDULE relation scheme STUDENT is the only ND-key. Because of 
the dependency COURSE ~5 LOCATION, TIME this scheme is not in 
ND-3NF (and hence not in ND-BCNF). 
It is known (Ullman, 1982, Chap. 5) that every relation scheme has a 
lossless join decomposition i to BCNF and a lossless join dependency 
preserving decomposition i to 3NF. The corresponding results do not hold 
for ND-BCNF and ND-3NF as we now demonstrate. First we need to dis- 
cuss the notions of dependency preserving decomposition a d lossless join 
decomposition i  the presence of numerical dependencies. 
Suppose that R is decomposed into R1,..., Rm by projections. We call a 
dependency projectable if all of its attributes belong to some Ri, 1 ~< i ~< m. 
Let 9+= {Df~D} and ~ = {D~ + [D is projectable}. We assume 
that Np+ is the set of dependencies for the new database schema. We define 
the decomposition to be dependency preserving if Np ~ 9, that is, the pro- 
jected dependencies (on the new relations) logically imply the original 
dependencies. We define the decomposition to be lossless join if for every 
table T which satisfies N, if we decompose T into TI ..... T,,, according to 
R1,..., Rm as above, then the join of T1 ..... Tm yields T. That is, the com- 
bination of the projection and join operations do not yield any extraneous 
tuples. We note that the presence of functional dependencies can force a 
decomposition to be lossless join as they eliminate the possibility of 
extraneous tuples appearing in the join. Numerical dependencies do not in 
general have the same property. 
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THEOREM 3.1. A relation scheme need not have 
(a) a lossless join decomposition i to ND-3NF. 
(b) a dependency preserving decomposition i to ND-3NF. 
Proof Consider the relation scheme R(A, B, C, E), R: A __+2 C, 
AB ._+2 CE. Since the only ND-key is AB this scheme is not in ND-3NF. 
To show that this relation scheme does not have a lossless join decom- 
position into ND-3NF, we show that it does not have a lossless join decom- 
position at all. Consider Table I. The dependencies A ~2 C and AB _.2 CE 
both hold in this table. We now show that no matter how this table is 
decomposed, the join will not yield this table. For given any projection of 
ABCE, the subtuple with all l's as its subscripts is in it. Therefore, the join 
of these projections must contain (a l ,  bl, cl, e l )  which is not in the 
original table. 
We must still show that the relation scheme does not have a dependency 
preserving decomposition i to ND-3NF. We claim that it does not have a 
dependency preserving decomposition at all. This follows from the obser- 
vation that if R is properly decomposed in any way, then the projectible 
dependencies will not include or logically imply A B ~2 CE. | 
/ 
Although in general there need not be a decomposition of a relation 
scheme which has the lossless join or dependency preserving property into 
a normal form, there are special cases where such a decomposition is 
possible. The next theorem gives such a case. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  a relation scheme R(U) with ~= {R: X 1 ~kt Y1,"', 
R: X n ...~kn Yn} has the following 2 properties: 
1. For every i, l <<.i<<.n, X in  Y i=~,  
2. For every i,j, l<<.i¢j<~n, either (Xi=Yj  and X :nY i=~)  or 
(Xj= Yi and Xi~ Y j=~)  or (X iY inX+Y:=~),  
then it has a dependency preserving decomposition i to ND-BCNF. 
TABLEI 
ProofofTheorem3A 
al bl cl e2 
al bl c2 el 
al b2 Cl el 
a2 bl Cl el 
A B C E 
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Proof Consider the decomposition RI(X1Y1) ..... Rn(XnYn). For this 
decomposition we obtain the projected dependencies RI:X 1 ~kl Y1,..., 
Rn: Xn _~k, y,. Since the 2 properties in the hypothesis mply that there are 
no nontrivial intersections between the Xi and Yj, any projected epen- 
dency on R; must have Xi on one side of the arrow and Yi on the other side 
of the arrow. It is possible for an Ri to contain a projected ependency of
the form Y,. ~ '  Xi (for some t). For suppose that ~ contains the dependen- 
cies {R: X U ~k~ Y,yl 1 <~j<~m}, where Yu=Xi(j+ll for 1 <~j<~m- 1 and 
Yen = Xil. Since numerical dependencies have a transitivity property (see 
rule (R3b) in Sect. 4), we obtain the projected ependency Rim: Yim ~t Xim 
for t = 1]jmlktj. Thus there are 2 cases for Rz. In the first case the only 
projected dependency is Ri: Xi __.ki Yi. Then Ri is in ND-BCNF. In the 
second case there are two projected dependencies: Ri:Xi~kiYi and 
Ri: Yi ~t  Xi. Again, Ri is in ND-BCNF. Since the decomposition is depen- 
dency preserving, we obtain our result. | 
The condition of Theorem 3.2 does not hold for the relation scheme in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. The condition does hold, however, for the 
SCHEDULE relation scheme given at the beginning of this section. 
Therefore the decomposition to the database scheme: 
STUDENTSCHEDULE(STUDENT, COURSE), 
COURSEINFO(COURSE, LOCATION, TIME) with constraints 
STUDENTSCHEDULE: STUDENT ~ 6 COURSE; 
COURSEINFO: COURSE ~ 5 LOCATION, TIME 
is a dependency preserving decomposition to ND-BCNF. 
From our discussion of database normalization so far, and particularly 
from Theorem 3.1, we conclude that decomposition by projection may not 
be the proper method to use in the presence of numerical dependencies 
which are not functional dependencies. Decomposition by projection is 
sometimes called vertical decomposition i contrast o horizontal decom- 
position by splitting (Fagin, 1981; Furtado, 1981; Maier and Ullman, 1981; 
Paredaens and De Bra, 1981). When a relation is split the new relations 
have the same attributes as the original relation and union is the analog of 
join. 
We illustrate splitting by reconsidering the relation scheme xample from 
Section2. Recall the 2-dependency EMPLOYEE: EMPNO ~2 DEPT. 
Now suppose that the organization represented by the EMPLOYEE 
relation contains 2 divisions, Sales and Service. Assume also that each 
department belongs to a unique division and that an employee may belong 
to at most one department in a division. This would cause the 2-depen- 
dency. But now we can split the relation scheme to obtain a new database 
scheme: 
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SALESEMPLOYEE(EMPNO, NAME, DEPT, LOCATION), 
SERVICEEMPLOYEE(EMPNO, NAME, DEPT, LOCATION), 
SALESEMPLOYEE: EMPNO ~ NAME, 
DEPT ~ LOCATION, EMPNO ~ DEPT; 
SERVICEEMPLOYEE: EMPNO ~ NAME, 
DEPT ~ LOCATION, EMPNO ~ DEPT. 
Splitting is used in this case to replace a 2-dependency b functional depen- 
dencies. Although the new relations, SALESEMPLOYEE and SER- 
VICEEMPLOYEE, are not in 3NF, they can be normalized using the 
usual decomposition techniques associated with functional dependencies. 
Let us now consider when it is possible to use this type of splitting to 
eliminate k-dependencies for k > 1. Given R: X ~k y we should be able to 
position the cross product of the domains for the attributes in Y into k 
pairwise disjoint sets, Q1 ..... Qk, such that the following two conditions 
hold: (1) each Qi, 1 ~<i~< k, can be described as a cross product of subsets 
of the domains for the attributes of Y, and (2) there cannot be two tuples 
in R whose X-subtuples are identical with Y-subtuples Yl and Y2 such that 
ylv~y2 and yl, yz6Qi  for some i, l<~i<~k. We write this as X~kY 
( Y~ ..... Irk) where the domain of each attribute in Yi is the appropriate pro- 
jection of Qi for all i, 1 <<.i<<.k. We assume that each Qi, 1 <~i<<.k, can be 
expressed in the language. For example, if Y = AB, the domains of A and B 
are the reals, "<"  is in the language and a e domain(A) and b e domain(B), 
then the following is a partition into 4 sets--Q~:a<O&b<O; 
Q2: 7a<0&b<0;  Q3: a<0& --7b < 0; Q4: -7a<0& -Tb<0. A k-depen- 
dency of the form X ~ky  (y~,..., y~) indicates the presence of k hidden 
functional dependencies. 
When a relation scheme is normalized, ideally we would like the decom- 
position to have the lossless join and dependency preserving properties 
since these assure us that the original relation can be reconstructed and 
that the constraints are preserved. However, as we showed in Theorem 3.1, 
we may not be able to obtain a vertical decomposition with these proper- 
ties. A vertical decomposition may not be appropriate anyway in some 
cases. In Grant (1981) it was shown how to generalize the lossless join and 
dependency preserving properties to include splitting. The next theorem 
gives a case when a horizontal decomposition is possible with such proper- 
ties. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Grant, 1981). Let R( U) be a relation scheme with the con- 
straint X--} k Y(Y1 ..... Yk). The natural split into the database scheme 
RI(U) ..... Rk(U) with constraints RI: X ~ YI ..... Rk: X-~ Yk possesses the 
generalized lossless join and dependency preserving properties. 
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Suppose that we are given a relation scheme R(U), possibly as a part of 
a database scheme, whose constraints are numerical dependencies. Our 
normalization process depends on the normal form we desire to obtain and 
on the properties of decomposition that we require. It may not be possible 
to obtain a particular normal form by a decomposition that has certain 
properties. This is true even if all the constraints are functional dependen- 
cies; for it is not always possible to obtain BCNF by a lossless join and 
dependency preserving decomposition. 
We describe normalization for the case where the desired normal form is 
ND-3NF and the decomposition is required to have the generalized epen- 
dency preserving property. The other cases are handled similarly. If R(U) is 
not already in ND-3NF then consider all the k-dependencies with k > 1 
individually. For each such k-dependency find out if it is a result of k hid- 
den functional dependencies. (Note that this step requires information that 
is not given in the relation scheme.) If so, then split the relation scheme 
into k schemes as shown above in Theorem 3.3, retaining all the other 
dependencies. Apply the normalization process recursively to each relation 
scheme obtained. If R(U) is not in ND-3NF at this point then apply a stan- 
dard (vertical) decomposition (Ullman, 1982) treating each dependency 
X~ k Yas if it were X~ Y. 
Our normalization process reduces to the standard one in the case where 
all the numerical dependencies are functional dependencies. Otherwise we 
try to do horizontal decomposition first followed by vertical decom- 
position. In the EMPLOYEE example discussed above, first we decompose 
horizontally to SALESEMPLOYEE and SERVICEEMPLOYEE. Then 
each relation scheme is decomposed vertically to yield 
SALESEMP(EMPNO, NAME, DEPT), 
SALESDEPT(DEPT, LOCATION), 
SERVICEEMP(EMPNO, NAME, DEPT), 
SERVICEDEPT(DEPT, LOCATION), 
with constraints SALESEMP: EMPNO ~ NAME, DEPT; SALESDEPT: 
DEPT ~ LOCATION; SERVICEEMP: EMPNO ~ NAME, DEPT; 
SERVICEDEPT:DEPT~LOCATION. This database scheme is in 
ND-BCNF and the decomposition possesses the generalized lossless join 
and dependency preserving properties. In the SCHEDULE example given 
at the beginning of the section there is no horizontal decomposition. Our 
normalization process reduces to the vertical decomposition presented after 
Theorem 3.2 assuming that the lossless join property is not required. 
We end this section by remarking that the normalization process we 
described can be extended to include multivalued ependencies and 4NF. 
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4. INFERENCE RULES 
In this section we give a generalization of the Armstrong rules for 
numerical dependencies. It is known that the Armstrong rules are sound 
and complete for functional dependencies (Ullman, 1982). Although our 
generalization is not complete in general, we show that it is complete in 
some cases. 
Our rules are as follows: (The k and l in these rules stand for arbitrary 
positive integers.) 
(R1) 
(R2) 
(R3a) 
(Rab) 
(R4) 
If Y_  X then infer X--* Y. 
From X ~k y infer XZ _~k YZ. 
From X--* k Yand Y~tZ infer X~ kl  YZ. 
From X~ k Yand Y--, IZ infer X-~k IZ .  
From X ~ k y infer X ~ k + 1 y. 
It is clear that (R1)-(R4) is a sound set of rules for numerical dependen- 
cies. By using these rules we can obtain the following additional 
generalizations of the composition, decomposition, and union rules for 
functional dependencies: 
Composition: From X ~k Z infer XY ~k Z. 
Decomposition: From X __,k YZ infer X ~k  y. 
Union: From X ~k y and X ~t  Z infer X ~k.~ YZ. 
Since rules are applied individually, a set of rules is not sound if and only 
if at least one of the rules is not sound. If a rule 
Q. From D1 ..... Dn infer D~+I 
is not sound, then there must be a table for which the hypotheses, D1,... , Dn 
all hold, but the conclusion, Dn + 1, does not hold. Similarly, if ~ g= D then, 
by definition, there must be a table for which (each element of) ~ holds 
but D does not hold. In both cases, we call such a table a counterexample 
table. Our first result shows the existence of a counterexample table with 
certain properties. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that the rule: From D1 ..... Dn infer Dn+l is not 
sound (or {D1 ..... D.} ~ On+ 1). If IOn+ 11 = k then there is a counterexample 
table containing k + 1 tuples. 
Proof By the definition of soundness (and logical implication) there 
must be a counterexample table. Let Dn +1 be X ~k  y. The counterexample 
table must contain at least k + 1 tuples. If it contains more than k + 1 
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tuples then take a subtable with k + 1 tuples such that the X-subtuples are 
identical and there are k + 1 different Y-subtuples. | 
We now show that (R1)-(R4) is complete only for relations which con- 
tain no more than 3 attributes. 
THEOREM 4.2. (R1)-(R4) is a sound and complete set of inference rules 
for numerical dependencies if and only if the number of attributes is less than 
or equal to 3. 
Proof (~)  We know that (R1)-(R4) is sound and it is clear that 
(R1)-(R4) is complete if the number of attributes i less than three. So let 
the relation scheme be R(A, B, C). We show the completeness of (R1)-(R4) 
by showing that if ~ F¢-D then there is a counterexample table (using 
Theorem 4.1) for which ~ holds but D does not hold. We do not need to 
do this if D is a functional dependency since in that case only the functional 
dependencies in @ need to be considered and (R1)-(R4) contain the 
Armstrong rules which are complete. 
There are seven types of nontrivial numerical dependencies involving 
three attributes based on the number of elements on both sides of the 
arrow: (1) A~kB,  (2) AB--*kC, (3) A~kBC,  (4) A--*kAB, (5) 
A ~k ABC, (6) AB ~k AC, (7) AB ~k ABC. We claim that it is sufficient 
to consider the first three cases only. The reason is that each of the other 
cases is equivalent to (1) or (2) or (3). For ~-- -A  ~kABi f fg~- -A  ~kB 
by decomposition and union. Similarly, ~ F-- A ~ k ABC iff ~ ~ A ~ k BC. 
Also, N~--AB~AC iff ~-- -AB~kC and ~---AB--*kABC iff ~-  
AB ~k C. We find it convenient for the proof to subdivide the case where 
D = A ~ k B into three subcases based on whether or not @ ~ A --* j C for 
some j ~< k. For each case we list the elements which may be in N, and 
which must therefore hold in the counterexample table. We obtain this list 
by going through the first three types of numerical dependencies and 
assume the strongest (numerically smallest) dependency in each case which 
does not contradict the hypotheses. We discuss a few of these and leave the 
additional verifications to the reader. We omit those elements which can be 
obtained from the others in the list by (R1)-(R4). Table II contains the 
counterexamples: 
(la) D=A ---~kB, ~--A  --*JC, and ~¢--A ~ J  i C, where 
1 <~j<k. ~ may contain A ~k+l BC, A --*J C, B~ C, C~A,  and C ~" B 
for n . j>k.  See Table II(a). 
Note. We cannot have ~--C- - . 'B  for m.j<~k because then from 
@w-A--*JC by (R3b) we get ~---A--*mJB, and by possibly repeated 
applications of (R4) we get ~ ~--A ~kB contradicting the hypothesis. 
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TABLE II 
Proof of Lemma 4.2 
(a) A B C (b) A B C (c) A B C 
b 1 a bl ca a b 1 C a 
b2 b2 c2 b2 e2 
(c!) 
ek 
a bk+ 1 ( ) a bk+ 1 C k a bk+ 1 ek+ 1 
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(d) A B C (e) A B C (f) A B C E 
a bl 
a b 
Clc2 a 1 (C )C 
j( 2)2 (C tC 
ek + 1 a (bi) ( ) 
a bl el el 
a b 1 e 1 e 2 
a 
Note.  The tables (a)-(e) each have k+ 1 rows. 
(lb) D=AokB,  ~- - -AokC,  and ~¢-A  o k 1C. ~ may con- 
tain A o k+l BC, A o k C, Bo  AC, C o A, and C _..~2 B. See Table II(b). 
Note. We cannot have ~ ~ C o B because then from ~ ~ A o k C by 
(R3b) we get ~ ~ A ok  B contradicting the hypothesis. 
(lc) D=A ok  B and ~/-A  ok  C. ~ may contain A ok+I  BC, 
B o AC, and C ~ AB. See Table II(c). 
Note. In this case all numerical dependencies where the left-hand side is 
not A may be in ~. 
(2) D=ABokC.  @ may contain AoB,  BoA,  CoAB,  and 
AB _~k+l C. See Table II(d). 
Note. We cannot have ~- - -A  o JC  for j<<,k because then by com- 
position and possibly repeated applications of (R4) we get ~ ~---AB ~kc  
contradicting the hypothesis. 
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(3) D=A~kBC,~- -A~nB,~/ - -A~n- IB ,~- -A~mC,  and 
~- A ~ " - 1 C, where n ~< k, m ~< k, and n" m > k. ~ may contain A ~ n B, 
A ~mc,  A ~k+IBC,  B~A,  C~A,  B ~J C, and C ~tB  for n ' j>k  and 
m" l>k. See Table II(e). 
Note. We cannot have ~--B~JC  for n'j<~k because then from 
~---A ~"B by (R3a) we get @ ~---A ~n.j BC, and by possibly repeated 
applications of (R4) we get ~ w--A ~k BC contradicting the hypothesis. 
(=~) Let the relation scheme be R(A, B, C, E). (The same proof works 
if there are more attributes.) Set ~ = {A _._~2 BC, A ~2 BE, A __+2 CE}. If 
~ D and D is a functional dependency, then D must be trivial. Now sup- 
pose that ~ w-- A ~2 BCE. The last step of a proof must use (R2), (R3), or 
(R4). Since A is a single attribute, the last step cannot be (R2). By the 
above comment concerning provable functional dependencies, the last step 
cannot be (R4). Finally, if the last step uses (R3), it must do so with a 
trivial functional dependency, which is impossible. Hence ~ ~-- A ~ 2 BCE. 
To complete the proof we show that ~A ~2BCE.  We do so by 
demonstrating that there is no counterexample table for which ~ holds but 
A ...~2 BCE does not hold. We try to construct such a table using 
Lemma 4.1. We start by placing "a" for all three rows of the A-column and 
fill the rest of the first row with (bl, cl, e~). Since A ~2 BC must hold, we 
can assume that the second row has the same BC-subtuple as the first row. 
Since the value for the E-column in the second row cannot be "e~" for the 
counterexample table, we place "e2" there. The partially filled table 
obtained so far is given in Table II(f). Since A ~2 BE must hold, the third 
row must have "bl" in the B-column. Then the entry for the E-column 
must be "el" or "e2." In either case A ...+2 CE forces the C-column entry to 
be "el." Hence there is no counterexample, and so ~A ~2BCE. | 
Next we show that (RI)-(R4) capture the notion of logical implication 
for a set of dependencies which contains at most one k-dependency for 
k > 1. We start by proving Lemmas, 4.3~4.5, which are then used to prove 
Theorem 4.6, the main result. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that ~ contains one k-dependency, V~k W 
(k > 1), and may also contain one or more functional dependencies. If 
~-- X -~J Y for some j, 1 <<. j < k, then ~-~-- X ~ Y. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the length m of a shortest proof of 
X ~ J  Y from @. If m = 1 then j=  1 and so ~ ~ X~ Y. Now assume that 
for any numerical dependency, Z1 ~ iZ2  with 1 ~< i < k, which has a proof 
from ~ of length less than m, ~ ~ Z1 ~ Z2. There are four cases for the 
last step in the proof: 
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(i) (R2) was used in the last step. Then X=XIZ  and Y= Y IZ  and 
~---X1 ~J  Y1 in less than m steps. By the induction hypothesis, ~
X~ Y~. So, by (R2), ~ ~---X~ Y. 
(ii) (R3a) was used in the last step. Then ~- - -X~ z Y1 and ~- -  
Y1 ~n I12 both in less than m steps with l" n = j and Y= Y1 Y2. By the 
induction hypothesis, ~-X~ Y1 and ~- -Y~ ~ Y2. Then, by (R3a), 
~ ~- X-*  Y. 
(iii) (R3b) was used in the last step. This is similar to case (ii). Use 
(R3b) instead of (R3a). 
(iv) (R4) was used in the last step. Then ~ ~-- X ~ J -  1 y in less than 
m steps. By the induction hypothesis, ~ ~ X ~ Y. | 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that ~ contains one k-dependency, V~k W 
(k > 1 ), and may also contain one or more functional dependencies. I f  ~ ~-- 
X ~ k Y then either ~ ~--- X ~ Y, or, for some Z, possibly empty, both ~ ~-- 
X ~ VZ and ~ w-- WZ ~ Y. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the length m of a shortest proof of 
X--*kYfrom ~. I fm=l  then either ~X~Y,  or X=Vand Y=W 
yielding ~ ~ X ~ V and ~ ~-- W ~ Y. Now assume that the result holds 
for any k-dependency which has a proof from ~ of length less than m. 
There are four cases for the last step in the proof. 
(i) (R2) was used in the last step. Then X=X1Z1 and Y= YIZ1 
and ~ w-- X1 ~k Y1 in less than m steps. By the induction hypothesis, either 
~ X1 ~ Y~ or ~ ~ X1 ~ VZ2 and ~ ~ WZ2 ~ Y1. In the former case, 
by (R2), ~ ~--X~ Y. In the latter case, also by (R2), ~ ~ X ~ VZ~ Z2 and 
~ WZ 1Z 2 ~ Y, 
(ii) (R3a) was used in the last step. Then @ ~ X ~i  Y1 and ~ 
Y~ ~J  Y2 both in less than m steps with i . j=k  and Y= Y1 I12. If both i<k  
and j<k  then, by Lemma 4.3, ~w-X~ Y1 and ~- - -Y I~ Y2. Then, by 
(R3a), ~- - -X~ Y. Now suppose that 9w- -X~ k Y1 and ~- - -Y I~ I"2. 
By the induction hypothesis, either ~ ~ X~ Y~ or ~ ~ X~ VZ and 
@ ~-- WZ~ YI. In the former case @ ~--- X~ Yby (R3a). In the latter case 
~-- -Xo  VZ and ~---  WZ~ Y by (R3a). Finally, suppose that ~---  
X~ Y1 and ~ w--Y~ ~k Y2" By the induction hypothesis, either ~ 
Y1 ~ Y: or @ ~ Y1 ~ VZ and ~ ~-- WZ ~ Y2. In the former case ~ 
X~ Y by (R3a). In the latter case, by (R2) and (R3a), ~ ~- -X~ VZYI and 
~ ~-- WZY1 ~ Y. 
(iii) (R3b) was used in the last step. This is similar to case (ii). Use 
(R3b) instead of (R3a). 
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(iv) (R4) was used in the last step. Then ~-- -X~ k-~ Y and by 
Lemma 4.3, @ ~ X ~ Y. | 
LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that ~ contains one k-dependency, V~k W 
(k > 1 ), and may also contain one or more functional dependencies. I f  ~ ~-- 
X ~ l Y for some l, k < l, then ~ ~-- X ~ ~ Y. 
Proof We proceed by induction on the length m of a shortest proof of 
X ~Y from 9. The case m= 1 is vacuous. Now assume that for any 
numerical dependency, Z1 ~i  Z2 with k< i, which has a proof from ~ of 
length less than m, ~ ~-- Z1 ~k Z2. There are four cases for the last step in 
the proof. 
(i) (R2) was used in the last step. Then X= X1Z and Y= Y~ Z and 
@ ~X~ ~t  y~ in less than m steps. By the induction hypothesis, ~
X1 ~ YI. So, by (R2), ~ ~---X ~ k Y. 
(ii) (R3a) was used in the last step. Then ~ ~--X ~i  Y1 and ~ w-- 
Ya ~J  Y2 both in less than m steps with i . j= l  and Y= Y~ Y2. If i<k  (the 
case where j<k  is handled similarly) then, by Lemma 4.3, @ ~ X~ Y~, 
and by the induction hypothesis ~ ~ Y1 ~k Y2. Hence, by (R3a), @ 
X~kY.  Now suppose that i, j~>k. By the induction hypothesis @ 
X~k Y1 and ~- -  Y~ ~ Y2. The case where ~w-X~ Y1 (and similarly 
for ~ ~ Y1 ~ Y2) was just done. So the only case left is where ~ 
X~kYI  and ~"-"  Y1---~kY2" But then, by Lemma4.4, ~--X~VZ1,  
~-- WZ1 ~ Y~, @ ~ Y~ ~ VZ2, and ~ ~ WZ2~ Y2. Now, by using 
(R2) and (R3a) several times as well as composition, decomposition and 
V ~k W, we obtain X ~k y. 
(iii) (R3b) was used in the last step. This is similar to case (ii). Use 
(R3b) instead of (R3a). 
(iv) (R4) was used in the last step. Then @ ~ X ~t  1 y in less than 
m steps. By the induction hypothesis, ~ ~ X ~k y. | 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose that ~ contains at most one k-dependency for 
k > 1 and may contain one or more functional dependencies. Then, for any D, 
@ ~--- D if and only if ~ ~ D. 
Proof By soundness if ~ w-- D then @ ~ D. If ~ does not contain any 
k-dependencies for k > 1 and D is a functional dependency, then, since 
(R1)-(R4) contains the Armstrong rules which are complete for functional 
dependencies, @~ D implies ~ ~ D. We divide the other possibilities into 
four cases for ~ and D. For each such case we show that ~ ~ D implies 
~ D by constructing a counterexample table in which ~ holds but D 
does not hold: 
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(i) ~ does not contain any k-dependencies, k> l ;  D=X~JY ,  
j> l .  Let X+={AI~- -X~A},  Y*=Y-X  +, and Z=U-X+-Y  *. 
Z=~ is possible. However, Y*=~ implies ~- - -X~ Y by (possibly 
repeated applications of (R2) and (R3b)), which is impossible. The coun- 
terexample is in Table III(a): A1 ..... A, are the attributes in X+; B1 ..... Bm 
are the attributes in Y*; and C1 ..... C; ( i= 0 allowed) are the attributes in 
Z. We must show that if G ~ ~ then G holds in the table. The proof is 
similar to the completeness proof for the Armstrong axioms (Ullman, 1982, 
p. 220). Let G = V~ W. Suppose that G does not hold in the table. Then 
V~_X + and either some Be W or some C~ W. But then, composition and 
decomposition forces B e X + or C e X +, which is a contradiction. 
For the other three cases, (ii)-(iv), ~ contains one k-dependency, k > 1. 
Before we consider these cases individually, we make the following obser- 
vation: By Lemma 4.5 if ~ ~ V ~k2 Z then ~ ~-- V .__,k Z. But then we 
obtain the following transitivity result: If ~ ~ V ~ W and ~ ~-- W ~k Z 
then ~ ~-- V ~kZ by (R3b) and Lemma 4.5. Using (R2) and the trans- 
TABLE III 
P roo f  of Theorem 4.6 
A 1 "" A .  B I  "'" Bm C1 "'" C i  E1 "" E j  
(a) 
j+ l  a . . .  a a l  . . . . . .  a l  
rows  . , .  a2  . . . . . .  a2  
a "" a ay+l  . . . . . .  a j+ l  
(b) 
k + 1 a " "  a a l  " "  al al 
rows ,.. a2 " "  a2  a2 
. . .  a k . . .  a k a k 
a . . .  a ak "'" ak  ak+l  
. . ,  a l  
• . .  a 2 
• . .  a k 
• . .  ak+ 1 
(c) 
k a ..* a at "'" al al 
rows . . . . . .  
• "" ak  """ ak  ak  
l -  k + l . . .  ak  "'" ak  ak+x 
rows . . . . . .  
a " "  a a k , , .  ak  a l+ 1 
• . .  a 1 
• . .  a k 
. . .  ak+ 1 
• . .  a l+  1 
643/65/1 -2  
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itivity result repeatedly we obtain the following union result: If ~ ~ V ~k 
A1,..., ~-- -  V ~k An then ~w- -V~kA1. . .A , , .  
(ii) D=X~JY ,  l<. j<k.  Define X +, Y*, and Z as in case (i). 
Again, Z= ~ is possible but Y* ¢~ and the counterexample is in 
Table III(a). The proof is very similar to the proof in (i) by using 
Lemma 4.3. Note that the k-dependency in @ holds in this table. 
(iii) D=X--*kY.  Let X+={AI~- -X -oA},  X++={AI~ --- 
X~kA}-X  +, Y*= Y-X  +-X  ++, and Z= U-X +-X  ++- Y*. Both 
Z= ~ and X ÷÷ = ~ are possible. However, Y*= ~ implies that if C~ Y 
then ~- -X - -  ~ C. But then, by the union result given above, ~- -  
X-okY,  which is impossible. So Y*#~.  The counterexample is in 
Table III(b): Ax, . . .  , A n are the attributes in X+; B1,. . .  , n m (m =0 allowed) 
are the attributes in X++; C~,..., C; are the attributes in Y*; and E~ ..... Ej 
( j=0  allowed) are the attributes in Z. Now let G= V--W, Ge~,  and 
suppose that G does not hold in the table. If V~_X + then we obtain a con- 
tradiction as in cases (i) and (ii). Otherwise V_ X ÷+, V ~: X ÷, and either 
some C~ W or some E~ W. Again, by (R3b) we get a contradiction. Next, 
let G = V ~kW,  G E~, and suppose that G does not hold in the table. 
Then V~_X ++ and either some Ce W or some E~ W. Using the union 
result we obtain a contradiction, much like in the previous case. 
(iv) D = X-M Y, k < L Define X +, X ÷+, Y*, and Z as in case (iii). 
Again, both Z= ~ and X +÷= ~ are possible but Y*~ ~.  The coun- 
terexample is in Table lII(c); the attributes are as explained for 
Table III(b) in case (iii). The proof that @ holds in the table is very similar 
to the proof of case (iii). | 
The last result of this paper is another case where (R1)-(R4) capture the 
notion of logical implication. 
THEOREM 4.7. Suppose that D=X~kY,  ~={V~ ~kiAill<~i<~n}, 
X +-- {BI~X~B},  and for each i, l<~i<~n, Vicc_.X +. Then ~w-D if 
and only ~ ~ D. 
Proof By soundness if ~ v---D then ~ ~ D. We show that ~ ~¢--D 
implies ~ ~ D by indicating how to c0nstruct a counterexample table 
where ~ holds and D does not hold. Let Y= C1"'" Cn. There are two cases 
to consider. First, suppose that @ ~ X ÷ ~ Ci for some i, 1 ~< i ~< n. Then 
the counterexample table has k + 1 rows: each row has a distinct Ccvalue 
and the values in the other columns are the same for each row. The second 
case is where for every i, 1 <<.i<~n, there is l i<k such that ~ ~---X + -o t" Cg 
and ~¢- -X  ÷ ~l~ 1C; (or l i=1). By (R2) and (R3b) this implies that 
l--In= ~ li > k. The counterexample table has k + 1 rows: each row has a dis- 
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tinct Y-subtuple, there are at most li distinct values for Ci, and the values 
in the other columns are the same for each row. | 
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